Hepatitis C virus variability: sequence analysis of an isolate after 10 years of chronic infection.
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) variability was analyzed based upon an isolate which had caused the infection of more than 2500 women in 1978/79. Genome consensus sequences of two isolates obtained from the infectious source (HCV-AD78) and from a chronic hepatitis patient 10 years after the acute infection were determined. The entire open reading frame (ORF) exhibited 3.2 x 10(-3) nucleotide substitutions per site per year (deltant). Core (0.7 x 10(-3) deltant) and NS5B (1.9 x 10(-3) deltant) were found to be most conserved genes, while E2 (4.7 x 10(-3) deltant) with hypervariable region 1 (HVR1) (23 x 10(-3) deltant) was the most variable followed by p7 (4.2 x 10(-3) deltant). In the entire ORF transitions were 4.5 times more frequent than transversions while for the HVR1 this bias was turned. As an indicator of relative selective pressure on the proteins the rates of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN/dS) were determined. The obtained values exceeded 1.0 only for E2 (dN/dS = 1.3). A subdivision of the entire ORF into 88 overlapping sections, each containing 300 nucleotides, led to a more precise analysis of HCV diversity. Besides for E2 an increased variability was mainly detected for three other regions: (a) the C terminal neighbouring region of E2 including p7, (b) the genome fragment extending from approximately the middle of NS3 to NS4B, and (c) the segment corresponding to the C-terminus of the NS5A protein. The variable region in NS5A was situated carboxyterminal to the predicted interferon sensitivity determining region (ISDR). These results suggest which regions other than HVR1 might contribute to persistence of the virus by the mechanism of immunescape.